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ABSTRACT
This thesis proviies a synDpsis of ths 'Resources
Management System* (RMS) i/hich is curren-ly in use at many
Navy shore activities. The informd^ion is presented in
manual format so that it can be used as a guide -c the
Resources Management Systam. The lanual provides insight
into the background of RMS and proviies a concise view of
RMS operations at the local command level. The manual is
focused at the local ^oiaand IsvbI because the greatest
number of RMS participants are at that level. The overview
highlights relationships within the system and provides a
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A. GENEBAL
Since its inception in 19tt7 tli= Department of Defense
(DOD) has been faced with the need for accurate and timely
information for management use- This need has been met with
a variety of systems. Ons of those systems, the Resources
Management System (RMS), was implaminted in July of 1967 as
an integrated approach to budgeting, accounting, and the
reporting of expenses wiihin the Dpsration and Maintainance
appropriations of the military services,
B, OBJECTIVE
The objective of this thesis is to provide an overview
of RMS as it applies to the Operatioi and Maintainance (O&M)
appropriation of the Department of the Navy (DON) . Currant
information, regulations, and policias pertaining to RMS are
contained in the the Navy Comptroller's Manual, Naval Supply
Systems Command Publications, and other related instructions
and Navy notices. The primary reference for RMS is NAVSO
P-3006-1, Financial Management of Resources (Shore
Activities) . This thesis presents a compilation of these
sources of information to present a lanuai which can be used
as a reference for RMS within the DON.
The manual fccuses primarily on the local command level
since the greatest numoer of RMS participan-^rs are at that
level. The manual includes background information leading
up to the establishment of RMS and provides a concise view
of RMS operations at the iDcal command level. The overview
highlights relationships within the system and provides a
view of the RMS reporting requirements including the (Jnifcrm

Management Reporting (UMR) system. The manual is intended
not only to be a guide foe those unfamiliar with RMS and but
also as a reference for ttiose who are knowledgabla in the
area,
C, SOURCES
The Navy Comptroller's Manuals, Naval Instructions, and
Naval Notices are the main sources of information for this
manual. Other relevant publications, including the text of
the Practical C cmptrcllership Course <?CC) from the Naval
Postgraduate School and several theses from that institution
were reviewed to obtain the necessary information. This
information is, for the nost pact, readily available to
local commands, it is however, fragmented and requires a
great deal of time to research. This manual seeks to limit
that loss of time.
D. ORGANIZ&TION
This manual consists 3 f in four (4) chapters. Each
chapter can be used as a reference to the section of RMS
covered in the chapter. The ::hapters together cover RMS as
it applies to the OperatiDns and Maintainance, Navy (OSM,N)
appropriation. The four chapters are:
1) An Introduction to the RMS,
2) Accounting in RMS,
3) What is in RMS,
4) How the System Works,
The au"^,hor offers conclusions and observations based
upon his interpretation of the available sources of informa-
tion.

II. AH INTRO DOCT ION TO RESOURCES MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
This manual provides an overview of the Resources
Management System (RMS) currently being used by Navy
commands ashore funded with the Operations and Maintainance,
Navy (OSM,N) appropriation. The lanual highlights RMS^ its
uses, capabilities, and reports. The Uniform Management
Reporting system (UMR) and its reports are covered to
aguaint the user with the potential of that systam-
The manual is divided into U chapters, which comprise a
complete overview to RMS. The four chapters are:
1) An Introduction to SMS (this chapter),
2) Accounting in RMS,
3) What is in RMS,
U) Hew the System Works.
This introductory chapter contains a synopsis of the
History of RMS, the Appropriations included. Funds Flows as
they relate to a command, and a terminology and definitions
sec-ion. This manual is intended for use a- the activity
level as a ready reference and possibly for instructional
purposes. At higher Isvals it can be used in auch rhe same
way, with more emphasis en the instructional aspect-
A. BACKGROOHD AND HISTORT
The first comptroller of the Defense Department, Mr,
W.7. McNeil, laid the evolutionary groundwork for RMS
through his efforts to obtain a 'Performance Type Budget'.
During the mid 1 960 » s the systems begun by Mr. McNeil were
vertically integrated to establish a link between Planning,
Programming, and Budgeting of operations and field execution
and reporting of these operations. This integration was
10

accomplished through Project Prims (Priority Management
Efforts). RMS is the resalt Df that effort and is an inte-
grated budgeting, accounting, and reporting system that
monitors the use the Navy's expense type resources.
Prior to RMS, resources were provided to local Navy
commands in the form of numerous allotments for specific
areas or items. Each allDtment required separate accounting
and reporting to the fund's grantor {who may or may not have
been directly involved in the chain of command to the local
activity involved). Two examples which illustrate the
variety of allotments a command might have at any given time
are: an allotment for postage stamps (from the Navy
Administrative Office) and, property raaintainance (from whax.
was then equivalent to Engineering Field Divisions, the
Bureau of Yards and Docks). Among other things, the allot-
ment from the claimant might include an amount for
provisions instead of general supplies, these amounts could
not be interchanged. This type of funding contributed to a
chain of command problem wherein those responsible for the
operations and supervision of an activity (the operational
claimants), were not necessarily included in the funding
chain for large amounts of funds being expended in the oper-
ation of that activity. As a result the local commander had
little flexibility in o rchastratinq the execution of
resources at his command [Ref. 1].
As stated earlier the Resource Management System was
implemented within the Departmenz of Defense in Fiscal Year
196 8 through an effort known as Project Prime. Dr. Robert
N. Anthony, the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller)
at that time, was tasked in 1965 to make major changes to
DOD programming, budgeting and accounting systems. RMS (in
almost its present form) was the result of this effort.
Related systems were also reviewed in the areas of inventory
management, capital equipment acquisition, and reporting
11

systems. These actions ware based in part on an Executive
Branch request by President Johnson (24 May 1966) for all
Federal Agencies to accelerate the Joint Financial
Improvement Program- Many of thsss actions stem from the
recommendations of the two Hoover Commissions (1947 and
1953) , the requirements of the National Security Act (1949) ,
and the Budget and Accounting Procedures Act (1950).
For a period of about ten years after RMS was imple-
mented in Fiscal Year 1968 thare was no overall
co-ordination of managemsnt reports used in RMS. This
vacuum led to a proliferation of local and claimant specific
reports. To alleviate this problam a system was designed to
consolidate and standardize management reports which could
normally be expected to be extractsd from the RMS database.
This system of reports is today called the Uniform
Management Reporting Systam (UMR)
.
UMR was implemented in
Fiscal Year 1977 as a supplement to RMS to provide specific
financial information for local commands and claimants. The
system consolidates savacal previous NAVCDHPT raports,
routinely compares actual performanoa to zhe budget, and
eliminates much of the need for tha manual preparation of
reports from the available command database. Tha UMR system
can produce up to sevea basic report formats which display
financial type information abour local commands.
B. APPHOPfilATIOMS COVERED BY RMS
As stated above, this manual focuses on the 0&M,N appro-
priation as it is used ac the local command level. This
funding is used for the operation and maintainanca of a
command. The Expense Operating Budget (E02) granted by
higher authority is tha total amount of expense type funds
available to a command for a given fiscal year, except for
the additional lunds gained by the amount of reimbursable
12

orders accepted cr reimbursable work performed, billed and
collected. The EOB is issued to a command to fund the
expenses incurred for its operation. A command may attempt
to gain investment type finding through specific allotments
for special projects, investment equipment procurement
(Other Procurement, Navy (OPN)), or new construction funded
with the Military Construction (MCON) appropriation.
However, the accounting fDr these funds is handled outside
the RMS accounting system. The RMS accounting system covers
only expense type asset consumption (e.g. civilian pay or
supplies). It also includes reimbursable work accomplished
by an RMS activity which is accounted for within RMS.
Reimbursable work is that work which is not required in an
activity's mission statement. It is performed for rhe
requestor and billed to that requestor for the amount of
variable costs (normally), for xhe work completed.
The two major expense appropriations within DOD are
Operations and Maintainance (05M) , and Military Personnel
(MP). New Obligaticnal Authority (NOA) , that amount the
commanding officer may legally obligate, does not include
reimbursements and military personnel expense. These items
must be estimated and supported in the submission of a
command's budget. The other appropriations are normally
considered investment type funding.
When RMS was implemBnted, considerable effort was
devoted to differentiating between investment and expense
costs. Uniform criteria were established by DOD to distin-
guish the costs of ongoing operations (expenses) from those
costs associated with th= acquisition of long lived assets
(investments). Investment costs normally lead to long run
benefits as opposed to current operations.
Expenses are defined as labor costs, material consumed,
and services received, except when used in the production of
investment equipment. The NAVCOMPT Manual gives detailed
13

instructions for the classification of costs by the
expense/investment criteria. Some examples in the expense
area include: salaries and wages of employees, end items of
equipment costing less than $3,000, non-repairable parts
including those in support of aircraft and missies, food,
clothing, petroleum and lubricants, furniture, furnishings
and galley and mess equipment that are moveable in nature.
Other costs that are normally expenses are maintainance and
repair of real property, rentals and services [Ref. 2:
section 4060].
Investment costs are rormally those associated- with the
acquisition of equipment and real property. Included in
this area are the cost of major end items of equipment,
other end items of equipment costing more than $3,000;
centrally managed spare parts and assemblies; and the
construction, modification and maintainance that results in
an improvement of the basic character, purpose or opera-
tional capacity [Ref. 2: section 4060]. Further definitions
and instructions are contained in the current issuance of
SECNAVINST 7040,6 and the IIAVCDilPT MAnqaL.
Project Priie had two basic goals in accounting for
military personnel, 1) include all military personnel
services of a mission/organ izarion in a unit's budget, and
2) charge all military personnel (with a few exceptions) to
a program, project and/or function ii accordance with actual
duties.
At the time RMS was planned the intent was to combine
the Military Personnel, Navy (MPN) and the OoM,N appropria-
tions. This is evident in the inclusion of military
personnel expense in the reporting Df operational costs of
an activity. The DOD budget for Fiscal Year 1968 was
submitted to Congress in this fashion by -he Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Comptroller). The Congress did not go
along with this concept partially due to a jurist ictional
14

dispute among the various appropriation committees involved
in the funding of the Defsase Departasn-:: [ Ref • 3], Had this
combination taken place the responsibility center might have
gained considerably more operational flexibility in spending
command funds. Even wit.hDut this consolidation, commands
are still required to report statistical data on military
personnel expenses in their operation. This report has
helped to emphasize that military psrsonnel are not a 'free'
resource, and has enabled both DOD and the Navy to more
realistically determine the true cost of operations. Even
though military personnel expenses are still funded through
the Military Personnel appropriation (MPN) and not the 05t^,N
appropriation they are statistically costed for each respon-




Each command receives its funds as the result of the
funds' flow through the chain of command. A brief descrip-
tion of that chain helps in understanding how each command
receives its funds.
Funds flow starts with the passage of the appropriation
legislation by the Congress and the signing of the
Appropriation Act by the President. Following Presidential
signature the Treasury Department issues an appropriation
warrant (which sets up an aocounting structure for each
appropriation within the Treasury) oiting the appropriation
number- The Comptroller General (Head of the General,
Accounting Office (G AO) ) countersigns all warrants issued by
Treasury. The warrant is then passed from Treasury to the
Office of Management and Budget (0M3) where it is appor-
tioned by fiscal period (in the case of GSM it is further














Figure 2.1 Funds Flows,
passed to the S<=cretary of Defense (SECDEF) who further
allocates the appropriation to the various services.
In the Navy's case, the actioas from the SECDEF are
passed to the Secretary of the Navy (3ECNAV)
.
The
Comptroller of the Navy, a member of the 3ECNAV staff,
passes these funds to t ha Chief of N=val Operations (CNO).
The CNO in turn allocares them to the various claimants
(e.g. CHNAVMAT, CINCPACFLI , 3aMED) . These claimants then
issue Expense Operating Budgets (EOB) to field activities
known as responsibility canters in the RMS concept of OSMN
funding. Legal limitations in the form of Section 3679 R.S.
15

responsibility goes with those funds to the field activity
level (with the E03) . Most responsibility centers further
subdivide responsibility for these funds by the issuance of
operating targets (called OPTARS) to their cost: centers.
Figure 2.1 depicts the flo* of funds from tha Congressional
level to that of the claimant.
D. DEFINITIONS
The following definitions are provided to enhance under-
standing of RMS. With the use of acronyms and abbreviations
in the Navy, there exists a real possibility for misunder-
standing. Thes « definitions are, for the most part, taken
from the Navy Comptrollsrs (NAVCOaPT) Manuals or other
offical publications. If the definitions provided are still
unclear these manuals provide further, more detailed expla-
naitions.
Activity Gro up/^S ubacti v ity Grou2 (AG^SAG) : A structure
signified by a two digit code which shows cost breakouts by
principle functional area. The AG/SAGs represent an inte-
grated programming, budgeting, and accounting classification
structure. An AG represents a major function iden-ified by
a claimant/subclaimant in a budget submission and will
aggregate to a decision package in the budget. A SAG repre-
sents a more detailed breakdown within the AG. The AG/SAG
codes reflect primary breakouts of financial data for use in
programming, budgeting, management and accounting for
expenses and gross adjusted obligations in the O&MN appro-
priation. The AGs are generally used only at ths
claimant/subclaimant level and abovs while SAGs are used at
the responsibility center level and above. In otherwords
the activity will normally manage to the SAG level rather
than the AG level. Examples of tha AG/SAG structure are:





















Accrual Accounting; The methoi of accounting whereby
revenue and expenses are iientified with specific periods of
time, such as a month or year, and are recorded as incurred,
along with acquired assets without regard to the date of
receipt or payment of cash [Ref. 4: pg. 16],
Aiitidefic4encY Act, Sec 367 8 ES (31 OSC 628> : This law
requires that funds be spent only for the purpose for which
they were appropriated. F^r example, use of DSMN funds to
procure Investment (OPN) squipment violates Sec 3678 RS.
AntideficiencY Act, See 3679 RS (31 gsc 665) : The law
which forbids anyone from obligating funds in excess of the
amount authorized, provides for the reporting of and the
punishment for such obligations, forbids any contract or
obligation in advance of an appropriation, and requires the
apportionment of appropriations.
Apportionmen t; A determination by the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB| that linits the amount of obli-
gations that ma J be incurred in a specific rime period
during the fiscal year. For example, an appropriation of
$10,000,000. may be apportioned to allow only 25 percent




Appropriation; A part of the Appropriation Act
providing a specific amount of funds for specific purposes.
Authorization Accounting Actijitj (AAA) : An activity or
command designated by the Navy Comptroller to perform
accounting for a rot her shore activity or itself.
Budget; A plan of operations for a fiscal period in
terms of sources and uses of funds, sprorkload anticipa-ced and
historical data for an activity.
C ommitment: An administrative reservation of funds
based upon firm procuremsnt directives, orders, requisi-
tions, authorization to issue travel orders, or requests to
incur obligations without further action by the requestor.
Cost Account: Accounts established to classify trans-
actions by cost according to the purpose of the transaction.
Cost account codes are used to uniformly identify the
contents in management reports throughout the Navy.
Cost Center: A subdivision of a responsibility center
for which identification of cosrs is desired and is amenable
to cost control through one responsible supervisor.
Direct Cost; Costs which are incurred for and are
readily identifiable to specific work or work assignments.
Expenditure; The actual payment of funds (a disburse-
ment) . A charge against available funds supported by an
approved voucher, claim or document.
Expenses; The costs of operation and maintainance of
activities.
Expense Eleaent ; Ideatifies the type of resource being
consumed in the functional/ subfunctional category or program
element (e.g. 'A* military labor, 'T' supplies, 'U' civilian
labor)
.
Execution/Bu dqet Execution; The operation and carrying
out a program as contained in the approved budget.
19

FuDctional/S ubfunctiona 1 Category (FC/SFC) ; A structure
signified by codes which are designed to collect expense and
gross adjusted obligation information by functional area
needed by DOD- The first digit is the functional category
(FC) and the second is the subfunctional category (SFC) .
For example;
FC: Y, Medical Mission Operations




FC: M, Maintainanca of R=al Property
SFC: Ml, Recurri.ig Maintainance
M2, Non-recurring Maintainance
Job Order: A local command system that identifies a
particular task or functio!i within a local command. The job
order system provides for the accumulation of accrued
expenses. This system must be able to produce accrued costs
by SAG, FC/SFC, CAC, and EE (if necessary). The job order
number (JON), is normally assigned to a specific segment of
a cost center's operations. Zost canters may have numerous
JONs. These JONs will normally relate to a specific local
management code.
Local Manage nent Code (LMQ : A coding structure which
provides local managers the ability to code and identify
respective inter ral management levels, tasks and operations.
An example of this would be a local code system that specif-
ically identifies a cost canter or area within a cost center
such as dietetics operations within a hospital foodservice
operation or a specific building on a military compound.




Hew Obliqational Authority (NOAJ : Authority to incur
obligations becoming newly available for a given year,
authorized by current and prior congressional action.
Obliqational Authority; Congressional authorization to
procure goods and services within a specified amount by
appropriation or other authorization, the administrative
extension of such authority as by apportionment or funding,
and the amount of authority so granted.
Obligation; A legal reservation of funds and the duty
to make a future payment. This occurs when an order is
placed or a contract is awarded for goods or services.
Reimbursaent g; Amounts received by an activity for the
cost of material, work or services provided to others, for
credit to an appropriation or other fund account.
Responsibility Center; DOD defines this as "...an
organizational unit headed by an officer or supervisor who
is responsible fcr the management of resources in the unit,
and who in most instances can significantly influence the
expenses incurred in the unit" [ Ref . 5; sec 102, pg. 1-6) ].
Resources; Military and civilian personnel, material on
hand and or on order, and the entitlement to procure or use
material, utilities, and services required fcr the perform-
ance of the basic mission of the responsibility center and
work performed fcr others.
Oiideliyered Orders; Any document or requisition meeting
the criteria of an obligation, issued for material or
services which has not yet been received by the ordering
activity. These are considered a legally binding contracts
which have not been received or performed.
Work Pnit; A measure of output that expresses a volume
of work; conversely manhours and dollars are measures of
input required to produce work units or perform work.
21

Ill- ACCOONTING IN RMS
The foundation for tha complete system (RMS) is the
expense account structure. This one basic structure
provides complete integration for budgeting, accounting, and
reporting [ Ref. 6: pg. 136]. This accounting classification
system overlays all phases of RMS operations so an under-
A6





Figure 3.1 Expanse Account Structure-
standing of the accounting operation is essential. This
system provides the local commands with the ability to
report costs in U basic formats:
1) by program element, this identifies what program
is using the resourc es,
2) by Activity Group/Su bactivity 3roup, which reflects
the utilization di funds in the manner budgeted,
3) by Functional Category, that tails why or for what
purpose the funds were used,















































Figure 3,2 Accounting Classification Relationships,
Figure 3. 1 shows the basiz structure of how the accounting
system builds from the CAC to the A3. At the field level
the comptroller will deal in ths last three of the above
categories, the Cost Account Codss (CAC), (as shown in
figure 3,2), and the LMCs.
A. BODGET CATEGORIES
With RMS being designed to communicate between the
various levels involved in a coded format (by category) an
understanding of the relationships within RMS is necessary.
The various budget categories provide for the communication
of data in differing formats for these users,
A definition of the budget categories follows, (A more




1) Activity group (A3) : A structurs which shows prin-
ciple areas of activity which are desired by claimants for
the administraticn of funds with RMS. For example:
AG F3 Base Operations Support-Other
SAGS EE Aircraft Flight OperariDns
FE Payments to GSA
FL Morale, Welfare and Recreation
2) Functional and Subf unct ional Categories (FC/SFC) : a
structure which describes the specific functions being
performed within activity groups (AG) and subactivity groups
(SAG) . The first digir is the fun::tional category and -he
second is the su tfunctional . For example: A, B, C, W, X,
and Y are FCs for various mission operations. SFCs along
with the above FCs further define the segment of that func-
tion. These are used to collect expenses by function-
3) Cos*: Account Codes (CAC) : Specific cost accounts
which have be€n established to classify transactions
according to purpose. The CACs are used to identify
uniformly areas of effort and to juantify work unix.s in
management reports. These codes relate directly to subfunc-
tional category codes. Examples are as follows:
SFC D1 Administration, General
CAC 1A00 Command
1A10 Command and Executive Office
1A30 Public Affairs Office
Under the SFCs used for rhe Maintainance of Real
Property
SFCs MI/1I2 Maintainance of Real Property
CAC 7 100 Buildings
7140 MRP of Storage Facilities
7150 MRP of Medical aad Dental Facilities
The CACs account for input in man-hours and output in work
units [Ref. 7: section U640 ]. In this example the CACs lAOO
and 7100 are summary CACs and the CACs 1A10, 1A30, 7140,
24

7150, are the subsidiary accounts which can be totaled to
the overall cost for the raspectivs summary cost accoun-t.
4) Expense Elements (EE): This code structure identi-
fies the type of resourcs (input) being used- A singla
digit code which is used along with the CACs and FC/SFCs to
identify the costs by type within the accounting system.
Some common examples are:
EE Description
A Ccst of Military Personnel




5) Local Management Cods (LMCl : A structure which
provides local managers with the ability to code and iden-
tify internal management lavels, tasics, and operations. An
example of this would be a local system that specifically
identifies a cost center or an area within a cost center,
such as dietetics operations within a hospital foodservice
or a specific building on a military compound.
The four preceding budget categories (AG/SAG, FC/SFC,
CAC , and EE) , along with local job order numbers and LMCs,
are the foundations of tha system. A local Job Order Number
(JDN) presents information which relates all of the catego-
ries mentioned above and also the fiscal year and
appropriation. These are used to identify and summarize
costs within cost centers. It is necessary to understand
how they relate to and build on each other in order to
understand how RMS works. The CACs are the building blocks,
as depicted in Figure 3.2, relating to a specific FC/SFC and
consequently to a specific AG/SAG.
Figure 3.2 is an example of how the costs of various
expense elements , cost account codes, and functional/
subfunctional categories add up to a total for an
25

activity/subac-ti vity group. This type of format allows for
the summarization of costs by EE, ZkC, FC/SFC, and AG, SAG.
The NAVCOMPT Manual Volume 2 gives detailed descriptions of
the CACs, including work units and how to count these work
units.
B. EXPENSE ACCOUNTING STSTEM
The expense accounting system has its roots in a General
Ledger, which is designed to accumulate the financial data
required to operate the system and meet objectives of the
accurate classification of costs by type of expense. The
structure of the General Ledger Accounts allows for the
uniform classification of all accounting transactions by tha
classification and posting of transactions to the various
accounts as indicated by the type of account. The accounts
in the General Ledger ara structured so as to indicate the
general classification and the titla of the account. The
major classifications of accounts are as indicated in the
figure 3.3 The General Ledger structure (GLA) is a somewhat
different system in that it deals with assets, liabilities,
income, expenses, the memorandum/budgetary, and statistical
accounts. Previous material d=alt oaly with the expenses of
operations.
The GLAs track three fiscal years, the current year plus
the two prior years. Expenditures in the current year may
be a reflection cf a prior year obligation. This system is
designed to reflect that type of occurance. The GLA struc-
ture follows transactions from commitment to obligation to
expenditure. Each of thase actions effects several of the
account categories within the 3LA structure.
2S

Maior Classification Account Series
Asset Accounts 1000 - 1099
Liability Accounts 2000 - 2099
Investment Accounts 3000 - 3099
Income Accounts 4000 - U099
Expense Accounts 5000 - 5099
Memorandum/Budgetary Accts. 9000 - 9999
Statistical Accounts 0900 - 0999
Figure 3o3 GLA Account Classifications,
The asset accounts include operating budgets authorized,
unexpended EOB, uncosted obligatioas, accounts receivable
and various income accounts from other agencies.
Liabilities are basically accounts payable, items that have
been costed but not as yet expended. The investment
accounts are the so called 'declining balance' accounts.
The balances decline as items (transactions) are expended.
An accounting entry in this series requires a contra enxry
in the 5000 series (expense accounts). Othec entries in
this series (300 0) concern undelivered orders, and accrued
expenditures. The income accounts (UOOO series) show the
various sources of income to an activity. The expense
accounts (5000 series) contain the cost of work or service
done for others. These are the expenditures which decrease
the amount of unexpended EOB. The memorandum/budgetary
accounts contain accounts receivable from other appropria-
tions, other federal agencies and non-federal agencies.
Reimbursement income from outside sources is also contained
in these accounts. The military personnel expense authority
27

and availability, budgeted expense availability are included-
also. These accounts are used to complete the double entry
accounting system for entries not included in the normal RMS
funding chain. The statistical accounts (0900 series) give
the information gathered from the a:rcounting system needed
to monitor the funds flow. These accounts include certain
types of unpaid obligations, contingent liabilities for
accrued leave (civilian), and gross adjusted obligations for
travel, foreign military sales, and other items. A contin-
gent liability is a liability of a known amount that has an
unknown date of payment (=.g. civilian leave). Detailed
descriptions of the general ledger accounts are given in
section 211 of the NAVS0-P3 006- 1
,
As previously defined an obligation is a legal require-
ment to pay for goods or services. An expense is a cost of
operating an activity, or a cost of doing business. In HMS
this can lead to some confusion because of time differen-
tials between the actual obliga-ion and the receipt and
costing of goods or services. The potential for confusion
exists in that a department head or other user may not
understand the difference between an expense, obligation, or
expenditure. An expense represents the consumption or
utilization of an asset. If a contract was let for the
yearly rental of an item on 1 October, the obligation occurs
at the time the contract is signed. The expense charged to
the cost of operations for that item would be prorated over
the fiscal year, probably in monthly increments, A $120,000
contract would te expensed at $10,000 per month with the
remaining balance carried in a prepaid expense (asset)
account. The obligation would reduce the amount of funds
(NO A) available for use but -he total amount of the obliga-
tion would not appear as an operational expense until it had
been fully costed the end of the fiscal year. During each
month the prepaid asset account would be decreased and the
28

expense account would increase. Similiarly, the cost of
civilian payroll at the end of an accounting period is an
expense of that period, even if not paid until the following
period. Assume a pay period from 26 December to 9 January,
the payroll would be paid in January, however the expense of
the first 5 days would be an exp^^nse of the first quarter
and the last nin«= days an expense of the second quarter.
The above contract or payroll is also a description of
accrual accounting. This method of accounting recognizes
the fact that there are other items of value than cash. In
the above example of the contract the prepaid expense is an
asset which is of value but not in cash. The accrual
accounting method decreases the prepaid expense monthly and
increases the expense of operation at that tiae of actual
consumption. It recognizes the expense in the period in
which it was incurred without regard to the receipt or
payment of cash. This type of information is presented in
the Trial Balance Report (NAVCOMPT Report 2199) which is
discussed in Chapter 4. Figure 4.5 displays data which
shows in some cases obligations but no expenses for a period
and vice versa.
C. ACCOUNTING REPORTS
One of the requiremen-s of any accounting sys-em is the
production of reports showing the rssulrs of operations, in
financial terms cf a fiscal period. The reports coming from
RMS will be covered in detail in the next chapter, a brief
discussion is included in this chapter to assist in summa-
rizing the accounting function.
There are two basic types of accounting reports, period
and position reports. The balance sheet is a position
report, it shows assets, liabilities, and equity at a given
point in time. The income statement is a period report it
shows revenue, expanses, profit, or surplus.
29

The Navy does use period and posixion reports in RtlS.
The NAVCOMPT FORM 2199 (Trial Balance Report) is a balance
sheet which is a position report. The balances in the
various General Ledger Accounts (GLAs) are used to construct
the report which reflects the financial position of an
activity at a given point in time. This report is produced
monthly by the AAA and submitted to higher authority. Tha
report reflects the status of all rhs funds available to the
command.
The two reports, the NAVCOMPT 2168 (Operating
^Budget/Expense Report) and The NAVCOMPT 2169 (Performance
Statement]
__
are like income statamants for activities or
position reports- The 216 8 comes in two levels of detail,
one by cost center and ona by responsibility center. The
cost center report reflects fiscal year to date status of
SAG, FC/SFC and CAC within the CDSt center. It shows
manhours (civilian and military), labor expense (civilian
and military) and various categories of expenses. The
various cost center reports for an activity are summarized
and then presented as the Responsibility Center 2168 which
could be likened to a command income statement. These
reports are in the same format as the budget submission
which aids in the comparision of ths actual performance to
planned for use in management control.
The 2169 (Performanca Statement} is a monthly report
that compares cumulative accrued expanses and work units by
SAG, FC/SFC and CAC fay cost center -o the budget for the
year by each category. This report displays needed informa-
tion for management control and tha tracking of expenses
against income. In this case income equals the EOB




IV. WHAT IS IN RMS
This chapter presents a summary of the interactions and
relationships within RMS and their impact on all levels of
DOD. These relationships include the cost centers, the
entire chain of command, the Congress and the President.
The chapter discusses the participants in the chain of
command and their roles in the budget process from the
Presidential level to the command level. A section on the
communications links within RMS describes the role of the
AAA within the system. Ths final section covers the various
reports, their contents and usss within RMS.
A. THE PABTICIPANTS AND THEIR ROLES
This section is a basic review of the budget formulation
process in the Federal Government and specifically in DOD.
This process is continuous and no one participant really
starts it, however, for purposes of discussing the process
it is useful to pick a smarting point.
The Presidential budget submission to the Congress every
January is used as the place to begin a raview of the
process. The Presidential Budget is built on agency esti-
mates provided tc the Office of Managsmenx. and Budget (0MB) .
0MB is charged with the responsibility of compiling the
President's Budget, 0MB works to a total target figure for
the Federal budget and must balaace the various agencies*
requests to meet that total. Presidsntial influence is felt
through the implementation of his policies on defense and
the other federal programs. Areas of high priority will




Congressional action begins with the receipt of the
Budget from the President, The HDuse and Senate Budget
committees, the Appropriation, and Armed Services commit-ees
all influence and act on the budget as it relates to DOD.
The Armed Services Committees interact with the
Appropriation committees specifically on DOD matters, they
review and draft bills which will enact specific DOD
programs. The Appropriation committees set dollar limits
for authorized programs. The Appropriation committees
generally fund programs which have been approved by
Authorizing legislation. The DOD budget is subject to the
political process in the Congress as are all actions taken
in that body. Trade-offs and bargaining can impact heavily
on the budget which finally is passed as an appropriation
bill. After Presidential signature on an appropriation, 0MB
re-enters the picture as a management agency. 0MB appor-
tions the funding to set the rate at which the
appropriations can be spent. From 0M3 the funding is passed
to the Secretary of Defense (SECD2F) . SECDEF further appor-
tions the funds and allocates them to the various services.
The Navy gets involved at. the Secretary of the Navy
(SECNAV) , level. The funding flows down through this office
in response to the budget input going up through the SECNAV
for inclusion in the DOD budget. At this level the funding
is allocated to the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) and the
Commandant of the Marine Corps (CMC) . The CNO allocates the
funds to the claimants (e.g. BUMED, MAVSEA, NA7AIR) . The
claimants issue operating budgets (EDBs) to responsibility
centers under them. At the responsibility center operating
targets (OPTASS) are issued to cost centers for their opera-




The budget input side of the funding process works in
the opposite direction. The cost centers first develop
thsir requirements based upon expscted workload and costs.
The responsibility center comptroller utilizes rhese and
other estimates to compile the activity budget for submis-
sion to the claimant. Generally, the activity budget must
mest assigned target figures from the claimant. The clai-
mant in turn uses the budget submissions from the activities
and other estimates as his basis for submission to the CNO.
The claimants m est bargain for and justify their require-
ments to NA7C0MPT for their share of the Navy budget. CNO
and the SECNAV then hold joint reviews for these budgets and
ultimately develop the Department of the Navy (DON) budget
for submission to SECDEF. SECDEF and the Joint Chiefs of
Staff (JCS) hav€ an influence on the DOD budget submission
as entered in the Presidential Budget. The Planning,
Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS) and the services'
Programs Objectives Memorandum (POM| are used to define how
the services intend to deal with the threat to national
security as specified in the Joint Strategic Planning
Document (JSPD) issued by the JCS. This threat analysis is
based upon scenarios and intelligence estimates of events
most likley to occur in the world. The SECDEF after a joint
DOD /0MB review and alteration process constructs the DOD
budget. The President injects whatever final aspects are
necessary and directs 0MB to submit his budget (for DOD) to
the Congress. All the participants from OMB through the
claimant can and will (most likelyl be called to defend





RMS utilizes a variety of communication lethods. It
appears to have been designed to maximize the use of elec-
tronic means of communication while limiting the amount of
manual preparation of reports, transactions and changes.
A central entity in the communications system for RMS is
the Authorization Accounting Activity (AAA). The function
of the AAA is to provide accounting services to user
commands and reports to the commands and claimants involved.









ACTIVITY < (2) > AAA
1 = EOB authorized
2 = Transactions input, error
corrections, management
reports
3 = Ofrical activity Reports
Figure 4,1 AAA Relationships.
to the activity which has been designated as its AAA. The
AAA validates these tr ans acrions against pre-established
review criteria and enters them in the accounting records.
Any errors in the original transactions are returned to the
RMS activity for correction. At the end of accounting
periods, or as otherwise scheduled, the AAA provides the RMS
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activity with management reports. Concurrently, the AAA
submits the offical reports of th= activity to the claimant
as required.
The transmission of any and all of xhe items shown in
Figure 4.1 can te carried out in a variety of ways, naval
message, electronic data transmission and the mailing or
hand delivery of prepared documents,
C. RMS BEPOBTS
RMS reports are a form of responsibility accounting la
themselves. Reports give information in RMS in a variety of
ways, there are financial reports for appropriation alloca-
tion records and also functional category and expense
element reports. These reports are used at various levels
of management for differing reasons such as the tracking of
obligation rates, workload and performance and the amount of
unobligated expense authority left in an appropriation.
This section discusses the Trial Balance (NA7CCMPT FORM
2199) , the SAG, FC/SFC, EE report (NAVCOMPT FORM 2171) , and
the NAVCOMPT 2163 and 21S9 (Expense Operating Report and
Performance Statement respectively),
1 • MKOMEI 21 6 8
The NC (KAVCOMPD 2 168, the Operating Budget/Expense
Report, is prepared in two levels of detail, one is for the
cost center and rhe other is for the responsibility center
which summarizes the cosx centers within the command. This
report provides details on work units completed, man hours
and accrued expenses accumulated -o date by cost center and
responsibility center. This is a position report which
shows the results of operations and their expenses for the
reporting period. This report is compiled by AG/SAG,
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Figure a. 2 NAVCOMPT 2168.
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This report is prepared in the sams format as the budget
submission and of use at higher echelons to compare the
actual performance with the budge-sd figures- The NAVCOMPT
2168 provides details as to work units accomplished, man-
hours and accrued expenses (year to date) by SAG, FC/SFC,
and CAC. Figure 4.2 is an example of the NC 2168 for an
activity.
The heading of the report provides infDcmation about
the command and appropriation data. The columns contain
SAG, FC/SFC, CAC, work units, military man-hours, civilian
man-hours, military services (expenses) , civilian labor
expenses, material and supplies expense, commercial
contracts expense, other expenses, and total expenses.
Vertically the report displays the following: a total of
expenses by CAC within each FC/SFC, a total by FC/SFC within
each SAG, a total for each SAG, a total for all direct and
reimbursable expenses (separately), and a grand total of all
expenses.
2. NAVCOMPT 21 6i
ThE NC 2 169 (Performance Report) is a period report
showing the results of that period's operations. The report
is a monthly report which can be prepared for each cost and
responsibility center. The accrued expenses incurred and
work units completed in each of the activity's cost centers
are shown by SAG, FC/SFC, and CAC and compared to -he budg-
eted amounts (normally) foe each item. The actual expenses
and work units ccme from the local job order system and are
compared to the approved budgeted amounts for each item.
This report can be very useful at the cost center or total
activity level. Its usefulness derives from the fact that
it provides on one report a comparison of actual performance
to the approved budget on a cumulative monthly basis. This
report is forwarded to the major claimant and ether offices
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The NAVCOMPT 2159 provides actual year to date
expenses and work units aad compares them to the approved
budget. The heading of the report is nearly the same as the
NAVCOMPT 2168. The horizontal alignment has columns for
SAG, FC/SFC, CAC, total expenses for each SAG, FC/SFC, and
CAC, annual budgeted expenses, percentage of actual to
planned expenses, work units, actual, planned, and percent
of actual to plannned, and actual and standart unit costs.
The vertical alignment is the same as the NAVCOMPT 2168.
3. NAVCOMPT 222
J
The NC 2 171 (AG/SAS , FC/SFC, EE Beport) is a period
report prepared monthly. Data are presented in terms of
gross adjusted obligations and expenses showing SAG, FC/SFC,
and EE within each appropriation. See Figure 4.4 for an
example of the NC 2 171. This rsport shows the flow from
obligations to expenses for both the current period and
fiscal year to date.
The NAVCOMPT 2171 (SAG, FC/SFC, EE report) provides
detailed input (on expenses and obligations), to the clai-
mant for input to the Navy's overall managemeat system the
NAVCOHPT/Claiman t level. The report gives accrued expenses
and gross adjusted obligations for the current month and
year to date. The report is preparad for each SOB and each
program element within each FOB. The report format shows a
five digit SAG, FC/SFC, EE coda in which the first two
digits are the SAG, the next two are the FC/SFC and the last
is the EE. Expenses are reported as follows: by rhe five
digit code followed by a subtotal to the SAG, FC/SFC level
(the first 4 digits), next by tha four digit SAG, FC , EE
structure with a subtotal by SAG/FC. This is followed by
the three digit entries, 3 AG/EE subtotaled at the SAG level
and a grand total. Thess entries are prepared for each SAG
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fj. NAVCOMPT 219 9
The NC 2199 (Trial Balance Report) presents the
financial status of all fands available under the operating
budget. This report whi^h is proviied to the activity and
major claimant (by the AAA) presents the status of all funds
(direct and reimbursable) by fiscal ysar received by the O&M
activity on the resource authorization and on reimbursable
orders. This is a position report which shows the command's
financial status at a given point in time- Figure 4.5 is an
example of this report. The net change in the financial
data in the report is used by the AAA to post to the
activity control ledgers. This report can be used to
monitor such areas as undistributed disbursements and to
track the 3 fiscal years (the current year plus the two
previous), for obligation rate information.
The Trial Balance (NAVCOMPT 2199) provides monthly
status of all funds available under the EOB. The heading
contains information on the command, appropriation, and
other pertainent information. The report lists summary and
detail CACs grouped by assets, liabilities, income, invest-
ments, expenses, and memorandum/budgetary accounts. The
columns of the report contain entries as follows: balances
from prior month, balances current nionth, changes for the
period, and total. The total is a grand total of all detail
accounts except the statistical seriss.
D. THE DMR REPOBTS
The UMR system as mentioned before was initiated in
1977. It consists of up to seven (7) different reports
which may be prepared by the AAA to be used for management
control by an activity. This system when initiated was
"...to provide in one report a cDmparison of actual and
planned management data m terms of expenses and gross
adjusted obligations, reflect anique management data
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Figure 4,5 NAVCOMPT 2199.
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currently satisfied outsida of the offical management
reporting system" [Ref. 9 ]-
This system was designed with the capability to produce
optional reports including the following:
1) combine data contained in the NAVCOMPT FORMS 2168 and
216 9 into one report
2) combine data contained in tha NAVCOMPT FORMS 2168,
2169 and 2171 in one report
3) display management information not available on the
NC 2168 and 2169 (e.g. obligations, production rates, man-
month/year conversions, planned workload, productive
effectiveness, quarter and semi-annual summaries, leave data
and prior year data at the cost account level)
4) a display of data by month on a single page for each
cost account with quarterly, semi-annual and annual rotals
to provide informaticn in a readily usable format which
eliminates the need to rafer to two or more reports and to
transcribe data to worksheets to obtain required information
5) eliminate the need to maintain manual records to
record work units and expenses by cost account on a monthly
basis since all months in the currant year are visually
displayed for each cost account in the report
6) certain formats (UMR Formars A and B) , display data
by month for the entire year on one page, consequently only
the current monthly report needs to be saved, leading to
long term savings in filing and storage space for reports
7) the system has the ability to retroactively correct
the prior month's data in UM E Foriat A or 3 to reflect
actual performance for that month.
[Ref, 10: pg. 18-38]
The UMR system has two parts, a funds control status
reporting system which is a 'bank statement* for obligation
control and a performance reporting system which provides
functional expense information by cost account. The system.
U3

designed for the Akks to meet activity needs does have its
problems. Some AAAs cannot or do not provide a full range
of reports to user activities. The ussr activity is to have
the choice of report formats it receives.
1 • Punds Control Re2or t
The funds control status rsport is used to introduce
the authorization^ annual obligation plan, for labcr and
non-labor, at the lowest managsmsnt level. This report
displays commitments, obligations, expenditures and presents
the •obligation as a percent of plan', and the unobligated
balance. This report can be produced in three (3) formats.
These formats are:
a) Detail Transaction Listing (Direct and
Reimbursable) , this report reflects all transactions input
for an activity which have a bearing on funds control. This
provides information needed to rsssarch individual trans-
actions, identify errors or unrecorded charges and to
reconcile records.
b) Responsibility Center, this report is by depart-
ment, division or cost center. A summary total report
providing cost center managers with detail on authoriza-
tions, gross obligations, annual obligation plan, and
obligations' as a percent of plan.
c) The Commanding Officer's Summary, a repor* that
provides the commanding officer rhe status of funds at any
given time including information such as total authoriza-
tions (beginning of period and changes during the period)
,
gross obligations to date, unobligated balance, unfilled
orders, net available, annual obligation plan, obligations
as a percent of plan. This report consolidates the respon-
sibility center report to one page. These funds control
reports reflect a great deal of what was displayed in the NC
2171. They are more compact, anderst andable and present the
Ui*

information from two reports (NAVCDMPT 2168 and 2171) in a
single report.
The funds control status reports provide a means to
monitor commitments, obligations, and expenditures within
the activity. This monitoring ability is available at
various levels within the command, cost center, department,
and the command as a whole. These reports also provide the
means to trace individual documents (transactions) to their
source. The reports give the status of any changes to
authorized funds or OPTAHS. OPTARS can be easily monitored
at higher levels within the commani for control purposes.
For instance, the Commanding Officer's summary is a poten-
tial tool to monitor total obligations to avoid 3679 R.S.
violations and compares actual obligations against the plan
on a summary basis.
A short review of the reports will help provide a
better understanding of them. All reports show the SOB
holder, appropriation, and authorization number. At the
department/division level the detail transaction listing
report shows the LMCs as applicable and whether the funds
are direct or reimbursable. The columns (vertical align-
ment) , in the report show document number, JON, quantity and
labor hours, unfilled requisitions and orders, accounts
payable, expenditures and obligations. The percent of
actual obligations to -he plan, amount authorized, and
unobligated balance is also provided. The rows (horizontal
alignment), give beginning balances in material, labor and
other, current transactions (by document number) , labor
charges and ending balances in the labor, material and
other. This report is similiar to, only with more detail,
than Figure U.6
At the responsibility center level the report comes
in two segments, one for each departiient and one that summa-
rizes the departments in the responsibility center. Both
45
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reports have the same format. Authorizations (beginning,
changes, and total to date)
,
gross obligations (current and
year to date) , unobligated balance, annual obligations plan,
obligations as a percent of plan, unfilled requisitions and
unreserved balance are presented as column headings. The
rows of the report show total labor costs, total material
and other costs, a grand total and the amount of undistri-
buted disbursements. In the department report these amounrs
are presented by individual departaant. This report is
similiar to, only with more detail, than Figure U.6
The Commanding Officer's Summary report provides
columns for NOA and reimbursable dollars broken out by
labor, material and other amounts and a total of these. The
vertical format shows beginning authorizations and authori-
zations to date. Gross obligations, unobligated balance,
unfilled requisitions, = nd net available amounts are
presented along with the annual plan, obligations as a
percent of plan and reimbursables information provide the
Commanding Officer the information needed for funds and
management control. Figure U.6 is an example of the
Commanding Officer's Summary report.
2- Per formance He£ort3
The performance reports are in four (U) formats
lettered A,3,C, and D. The objectives of these reports were
to consolidate the NC 2 159 and 2169 into one report which
gives a compariscn of actual and planned management: data in
terms of expenses and gross adjusted obligations. These
reports also reflect unique management data needs, and,
where feasible include reporting requirements that are
currently satisfied outside the offical management reporting
system. A brief discription of the U OMR formats follows:
47

3« Forma t A
The UMR A report gives information on productionr
military and civilian labor, gross adjusted obligations,
staffing, undelivered orders, consignments, and prior year
expense information. Figure 4.7 is an example of this
report. The UMR A is produced for each cost center, depart-
ment or division by CAC and summary cost account. A summary
cost account is a higher lavel account into which individual
CACs are totaled. The cost center, department and division
reports are summarized at the SA3 and FC/SFC level. The
report is prepared for tha activity with summaries in -ha
SAG, FC/SFC and also an overall summary page is preparsd for
the activity covering both total and reimbursable funds.
The benefit to the user command of this report is in finan-
cial control of the OPTAR or OPTARS at higher levels in the
organization. The report can be usad in budget formulation
with the historical data on costs, outputs, reimbursables
and staffing. This report also measures perforaance (actual
against planned) , and productivity ratios for comparison
between periods. The report provides the capability to
monitor expense targets (e. g. Maintainance of Real
Property, Travel, ADP), and section 3 of the report monitors
gross obligations to track against obligational authority.
Using the report trends in production, expenses, and back-
logs are easily identified along with variances in the
performance indicators based upon actual production.
The report presents information on the command,
appropriation, period covered, E03 number^ FC/SFC, CAC, and
SA3 and whether the funding is direct or reimbursable is
presented in the heading. The report has three sections:
section one has work unit information (average, backlog, and
production rate) man-hours used, fixed hours (a ratio of
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productivity ratio. Civilian labor (both regular and over-
time) , military labor, contract labor and a labor total are
given with a labor variance. Section two presents expenses
for labor (civilian, military, and contract), material
expenses, and total expenses. Undelivered orders, unit
costs, leave data and total staffing are also presented in
section two. The vertical alignment of sections one and
two present the above data by month, quarter, and year to
date, with the annual planning figures for use in management
control.
Section three of this report has columns for data on
gross obligations, unfilled orders (the current balance of
unfilled requisitions), and prior year expenses (current
period and year to date) .
H . For ma t B
The UMR B is very similar to UMR format A, only
reduced in scope for smalls r activities. This report is an
alternative to Format A for a smaller activity. Format B
does not have as much production rate information as Format
A and therefore limits the ability to do variance analysis.
With the exception of variance analysis Format B has the
same potential benefits to the user of Format A. It covers
work units, labor and gross adjusted obligations, and also
undelivered orders, consignments, and prior year expense
information. It also covers each cost center at the CAC
level; these are summarized at. the SAG and FC/SFC level. It
provides summaries of the above information and gives an
overall summary for the activity. This report is illus-
trated in Figure 4.8
The OMR B can be produced in one of three formats:
1) with detail visibility to the CAC level with a summary at
the summary cost account level, FC/SFC, SAG and activity
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departments and a summary at the FC/SFC, department, and
activity level. 3) with detail visibility to the CAC and
summary CAC level within LMC within the FC/SFC, department,
and activity level. This report can also be prepared by
budget line item (selected by the RMS activity) . Section
one contains columns with information on actual and planned
work units, the percent of actual to planned work units,
FC/SFC, department, CAC, SAG and the total/reimbursable
funds- Section two has columns with the actual, planned,
and percentage of work units, civilian (regular and over-
time) , military, and contract man-hours. Columns in section
three of the report give the expenses for civilian, military
and commercial contract labor. Material and other expenses,
undelivered orders, unit costs are also presented. Sections
one and two give monthly, quarterly, and annual (year to
date) entries for each column. Section 3 is the same as in
Format A.
5 . For ma t C
The OMR C combines the NAVCOMPT FORMS 2168, 2169 and
2171. Figure 4.9 illustrates this report. It provides
cumulative year to date expenses, undelivered orders, and
gross adjusted obligations by CAC and ES, It is a monthly
report for cost centers and the responsibility center. It
provides cumulative fiscal year to date figures for man
hours, work units planned and completed, work unit cost and
consignments at the cost account lev=l. It provides actual
and planned expenses, prior year resources used, undelivered
orders, and fiscal year to date gross adjusted obligations
at the CAC/EE level. It provides a separate report for each
cost center with the above information on direct and reim-
bursable programs. Expenses are accaraulated year to date by
FC/SFC within SAG categories. Thar= is a summary report for
the responsibility center of all cost center data with two
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The cost and obligation data in this report can ba
ussful for financial control with its presentation cf
expenses and obligations by CAC and ES. The historical data
in the report also has uses in budget formulation. The
report compares actual performance no plans, monitors
expenses and obligations by targets, and total obligations
for those authorizations subject to section 3679 R.S.
Format C has three sections, cost center, responsi-
bility center, and a recapitulation report for the
responsibility center. The heading of the report is similar
to that of formats k and B.
The column alignment for the cost and responsibility
center sections contain entries covering SAG, FC/SFC, CAC,
consignments, EE, fiscal year to date work units, work unit
costs, planned and actual expenses, prior year expenses,
undelivered orders and fiscal year to date gross adjusted
obligations. The vertical alignment in the cost center
report gives totals by 2E, CAC (all SSs within each CAC) and
by FC/SFC by EE. A total figure for each SA3 and each EE
and a grand total expense figure for each cost center is
provided. The responsibility center report has expenses
given by FC/SFC, by CAC, by EE, by CAC, by FC/SFC by EE, by
FC/SFC grand total and by SAG grand total.
The recapitulation report has the same heading as
the two previous reports. The columns have SAG, FC, SFC, EE
and consignment entries. Vertically the data is summarized
by SAG, FC, SFC, and EE. The EEs ar3 summarized at the SFC,
FC, SAG, and responsibility center levels.
6 . For ma t D
The OMR D is a consolidation of the NC 2168 and 2169
and presents the same daxa. This report is shown as Figure
4.10, it is a two part report, the Operating Budget/Expense
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Figure 4.10 UMR Format D,
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Budget/Expense Report (N3 2168) displays detailed data on
¥ork units completed, military/ciyilian man-hours, and
accrued expenses, matarial and supplies, commercial
contracts and other expenses. These are given by CAC and
then are displayed by FC/SFC and CAC for both direct and
reimbursable programs. A total is shown for each CAC within
each FC/SFC and SAG. Prior year expenses, unfilled orders
and consignments are shown at the SFC level (at the bottom
of the report).
The Performance Statement (NC 2169) is part 2 of
Format D. It follows the same format as the EOB report
above and includes a display of actual worJc units compared
to plan, accrued expenses compared to plan with a percent
indicator of actual performance to the plan. This report
presents accurate, up to date financial and performance data
on a cumulative basis with no additional input requirements
on the receiving command, assuming the command was meeting
the reporting requirements prior to implementation of the
OMR.
UHE D has uses in the areas of financial management
control, budget formulation, performance measurement, and
expense and obligation monitoring. The report is useful in
these areas because of its presentation of expenses, work:
units, labor (hours and dollars) , by CAC, FC, and SAG. The
heading for the report has the same information as the other
UMR reports. The EOB section has columns with categories by
SAG, FC/SFC, CAC, work units, military and civilian man-
hours, military and civilian labor expenses, material,
other, commercial contract and total expenses. Vertically
the report totals, in each cost center, expenses by SAG,
FC/SFC, and CAC. Total expenses ar= reported by direct and




The Performance statement has columns for SAG,
FC/SFC, CAC, total expenses, annual budget expenses,
percentage of actual to plan, work units (actual, planned
and percent of actual to plan), actual budgeted and standard
costs, and backlog. The vertical alignment of this section
is the same as the EOB report with the exception of undeliv-
ered orders and prior year expenses which are not shown in
the performance statement.
This overview of the reports was provided to
acquaint the user with a brief discription of the informa-
tion available in the system.
E. REPORT COMPAEISION
This section describes how the reports relate to one
another, identifies where information can be found in the
various reports and locates tha- same information in the
other reports. The reports produced by R."^S and the UMR
provide information on r.he expensss, obligations, and
productivity of a responsibility or cost center. The same
information in these can often be found in more than one of
the reports. The only report that may be an exception to
the previous statement is the Trial Balance (NC 2199). This
is because it is a balance sheet showing the command's posi-
tion whereas the other reports show activity for the period
much like an income statement in the private sector.
The NC 2168 displays man-hours and expenses for AG,
SAGS, PC/SFCs, and CACs. The total expense information is
displayed in column 12 for each CAC within each SFC and SAG.
These totals can also be found in column U of the NC 2169
and the expenses columns of the NC 2171 (which has both
current period and year to date figures). The UMR A and 3
reports also display expense information in section 2 of
each report, UMR reports C and D show the expense data in
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column 12. Formats A and B have the expenses by monthly
totals, C and D treak thetn out by SkG, FC/SFC, SE, and CAC.
The NAVCOMPT 217 1 is the only NavCompt report which displays
the EE, it also shows the SAG and the FC/SFC (e.g. Total
expenses of $3 13,856 appear in the following reports, NC
217 1, the UMR A, B, C and D. Total obligations of $368,391
appear in the NC 2171, the DMR A, B and C. Total NOA of
$512,000 appears in the NC 2199 and the Commanding Officers
Summary. If complete reports were used instead of portions
of reports the total exp=Qse figures would also appear in
the NC 2168, 216S and 21991 .
Gross adjusted obligations appear in the NC 2171 for the
current period and year to date. These same figures appear
in column 15 of the UMR C and section 3 of the OMR A and B.
These are the only reports which give visibility to the
amount of obligations. These obligations are shown with the
expenses for the same area of interest (e.g. SAG, EE) .
Information en man-hours appears in columns 5 and 6 of
the NC 2168 and in section 1 of the oMR A and B, and in the
UMR D in column 6. Produ::tion rate information is found in
the UMR A and B in section 1, it shows man-hours and work-
units to provide management the ability to monitor
productivity.
The NC 2168 also allows the sammation of expenses by
civilian labor (col. 8), material and supplies (ccl. 9), and
commercial contracts (col. 10) when these columns are
totaled. The U KR A and B have this same inforation broken
down by month (in section 2).
The NC 2199 shows the status of funds authorized or
received by a responsibility center. This report is gener-
ated from the general ledger accounts. The total assets
shown in this report represent the amount of funds a
commanding officer has to work with in a fiscal year.
Taking the total gross adjusted obligations from the NC 2171
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or the UMR reports and subtracting it from the total assets
figure will give the amount funds rsmaiaing for the fiscal
year.
By following from one report to another expense and
obligation data can be obtained in a variety of formats.
Totals can be obtained by SE, FC/SFC, AG, SAG, or CAC if the
reports are used appropriately.
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V. HOW rO SYSTEM WORKS
This chapter reviews RMS as it relates to the opera-
tional cycle of a fiscal year. The users of RiMS and its
operations are discussed to display rhe effect RMS has on
the Navy. Budget development and budget execution are
discussed. The effects of apportionment on a command are
reviewed within the discussion of budget development and
execution. Involved in the budgeting and execution cycles
are the limiting factors of civilian manpower limits and
man-years. These too are covered to show what effects these
limits have on a command's operations.
A. THE HIGH LE7EL OSERS
RMS is used at a variety of levels within the Department
of the Navy (DON). The system is in reality a management
control system for all levels within the Navy. At the lower
levels, the cost center and the rssponsibility center, RMS
is suited for the planning and attention directing aspects
of management control, operational control and for funds
control. Management control is defined as "...the process
by which management assures that the organization carries
out its strategies effectively and efficiently" [Ref, 11:
pq- 2]. Operational control is defined as "... zhe process
of assuring that specific tasks are carried cut effectively
and efficiently" [Ref. 11: pg. 2].
The management control uses at the responsibility center
and below involve both output (production or services gener-
ated) and input (resources consumed) . RMS provides the cost
center, responsibility canter, ani claimant with output
information which compares budgeted production of a given
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level with the actual. Unfavorable variances from the plan
can be identified and dealt with before they become uncor-
rectable. The output reports along with the expense reports
give an indication of either deficient or excess funding
based upon actual performance compared to the budget. RMS
can perform this identification at various levels from the
individual cost center up through the reporting levels to
DOD.
RMS also provides information for the control of funds
at these levels. The system shows expenses to date, obliga-
tions to date and funds available. This provides all
levels, down to the responsibility center lev-el, with the
necessary information on funds availability to avoid the
legal violations associated with the overobligation of an
appropriation or expense Dperating budget. While the cost
center would not normally have legal violations associated
with overobligation, it aeeds the information in order to
control the funds assigned.
The expenses and obligations of operations identify
potential funding deficiencies or excesses which might
reguire reprogr amming or the recoupment of funds. The
reprogramming may be done at the responsibility center level
to meet changes in current operations. Reprogramming is the
action of shifting funds from one program to another. k
claimant may reprogram by moving funds from one activity to
another. The same holds true for DOD and DON.
0MB uses input from DOD based upon R?!S reports almost
solely as a funds control mechanism. As a watchdog agency
it needs the obligation reports to track the appropriations
already spent and those left unspent. These figures provide
the information CMB needs to function in funds' control and
in reporting to the Congress and the Executive Branch. 0MB
would be involved in any recoupment/impoundment actions by
the Executive Branch or the Congress.
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0MB is also the office that initially apportions -che
appropriations tc control the expenditure of funds. The RMS
reports provide 0MB the information needed to track DOD
against not only the total appropriation but also the indi-
vidual period apportionments. Apportionment has a definite
impact on the execution of the budgst at all levels (execu-
tion is covered in more detail later in this chapter). It
impacts the obligation rate by placing a legal (R.S. 3679
OSC) upper limit on spending and in administrative lower
limit on the obligation rare.
The RMS operation may be too large to grasp if you try
to observe the complete system at on5 time. The RMS can be
broken down into three (3) nearly ssparate operations which
facilitates the observation of RMS. These three phases are,
budget submission and the receipt of an operating budget
(covered in this chapter) , budget exacution (covered in this
chapter) , and reporting (covered in the previous chapter) .
These three phases are all inter-related and form a self-
closing cycle: each phase needed to complete rhe next.
B. CLAIMANT/ACTIVITY INTERFACE
To deal with the activity level budget submission in
this manual you can take as a given the events that precede
the local activity submission at higher levels. These are a
given in that a single activity has a minimal impact on the
events at the DCD level and above. These actions include
the Congressional actions, the PPBS cycle at DOD, the review
and reclama that claimants go through with NavCompt and
similar actions from that level up, A budget can be viewed
as a financial plan of action. To quote the Navso P-3582,
justments made to permit effective tnanag^
resources at all echelons. Although the budget is an
annual plan, it must contribute to the attainment of
future objectives and missions. It is not an entity unto
itself. It has roots in the past and must bear a direct
relationship to the future.
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The development of an operatinq badget is a process of
determining ttese requirements at the lowest echelon (
normally a cost center). and summarizing these require-
ments with those of other cost centers foz the total
activity. In developing a budget the cost center manager
utilizes those specific guidelines provided by the
commanding officer [Sef. 12: pg, III-1].
Keeping in mind that a budget should not be a cast in
concrete document but be a dynamic, changing plan the
command must still begin somewhsre each fiscal year.
Offically the command budget preparation begins with the
budget call frcm higher authority however, given time
constraints the comptroller must begin prior to the receipt
of this document if a sound budget is desired. Using the
reports available on the current year operations, antici-
pated changes in the upcoming year, and the commanding
officer's guidance, the comptroller can issue an internal
budget call to cost center managers. This internal budget
call should involve the rsspective cost center managers in
the budget process. The internal budget call facilitates
participatory budgeting which aids in the acceptance of the
budget by the managers. rhey in turn can provide estimates
on work load and costs for the comptroller to use in a
preliminary budget preparation, Tha format in Figure 3,2,
AG, FC, CAC, and, EE will provide a majority of the expense
data needed to prepare a budget in any one of the three
formats that are required . These formats are described
bel ow
:
1) By cost center. Activity 3roup/Subactivity Group,
Funct ional/Subf unctional Category, and Cost Account there
under. The budget by cost center is submitted on the
Operating Budget /Expense Report (NavCompt Form 2168) and is
for internal use in management control.
2) By responsibility center. Activity Group,
Funct ional/Subf unctional Category, and Cost Account, This
format is prepared on the Operating Budget/Expense Report
(NavCompt Form 2 163) and is submitted to higher authority.
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3) By Functional/Subf unctional Category, and Zxpenss
Element. This format is prepared on the Activity
Budget/Apportionment Submission (NavCompt Form 2179-1) and
is for submission to higher authority. A separate NavCompt
2179-1 is required for each activity group when required by
the major claimant and/or operating budget grantor.
An example of the NavCompt Form 2168 is shown as Figure
4.2. This form is the prescribed standard submission form
but major claimants often make modifications for reporting
requirements to gather additional information needed in
apportionment and budget submissions.
The development of a local budget is basically a four
step process. These steps are as follows:
1) Developing and translating the planned workload for
each cost center into budget/accounting classifications,
such as civilian and military labor hours, material require-
ments, work or services to be performed for others.
2) Applying realistic dollar values to each of the
above within guidelines established by NAVCOMPT and manage-
ment commands (e.g. The use of a percent inflation factor
for supplies or a percent pay raise for civilian labor)
.
3) Summarizing and adjusting the dollar estimates for
each cost center and the entire command thus providing the
planned operating budget fDr internal use,
U) Preoaring the final budget for the total activity
and submission to higher authority.
[Ref. 12: pg. 111-2]
These four steps all can begin and end with a basic
format similar to Figure 3. 2 . Past operational results are
available in this format (in the records of past fiscal
years operations) and department estimations for the




I This preliminary budgeting can be finalized wi-h th^
receipt of the cffical badget call from higher authority.
This budget call will normally iaclude annual planning
figures for NOA, and civilian and military personnel end
strengths. These figures are given as 'ceilings' which
cannot be exceeded in the formal budget submission. At this
time certain funds may be fenced or targeted, in otherwords,
these funds can only be applied to that purpose (e.g. main-
tainance of real property, professional travel)
.
With the receipt of the control figures from higher
authority the activity must make their preliminary budget
conform to the limitations of the budget call. Control
figures are assigned target amounts for the activity to use
in its budget preparation.
In the process of making the preliminary budget meet the
constraints given in rhe budget call those programs and
functions for which adequate resources are not expected no
be provided become the unfunded requirements. These
unfunded requirements can normally be submitted along with
the operating budget. Sireat care should be taken in the
preparation of this requirement list, it should be fully
justified and documented. These unfunded requirements can
have a definite impact a pon additional funding for the
command later in the fiscal year.
With the completion of preparation of the constrained
(preliminary) budget the commanding officer will normally
review and ultimatey approve the budget for submission. All
cost and workload estimates should be supportable and the
budget should be an accurate reflection of the command's
mission, priorities, and needs. With the preparation of the
final budget submission for higher authority the command
must be prepared to give follow-on justification if
requested by superiors in the funding chain. With the
submission of the NAVCOMPT FOBMS 2168 and 2179-1 the actual
budget submission is complete.
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During the course of the fiscal year there is a constant
reviewing of operations in the financial area. There is
normally one formal review per year ronducted at all levels.
Tha formal review is called the mid-year review which takes
place late in the second quarter of aach fiscal year. This
review begins at the activity level and goes up the chain of
command to the CNO level. Each budget category is analyzed
for obligations to date and projected obligations for the
balance of the fiscal year. Prograns are looked at for the
possibility of providing resources for previously unfunded
requirements caused by changing conditions. If one program
is being spent at a slower rate than anticipated the savings
may be reapplied elsewhere. Major claimants review their
subordinate commands and recommend reprogramming actions to
the Fiscal Management Division at OPNAV which reviews the
total requirements and recommendations in conjunction with
the program sponsors and the Director, Navy Programming and
Planning, and then recommends tha appropriate reallocation
of funding to the Comptroller of the Navy. Tha Comptroller
makes a final review and forwards recommendations to OSD for
approval and submission to congrassional committees as
required.
Several actions can take place during the year based
upon the review cycle. Recoupment is the recovery of
programmed funds from an area which has been terminated,
slowed down, had a change in support requirements, had
changes in contract prices, and so on. These funds can then
be recovered and reapplied as necessary.
Reprogramming can take place at any level within DOD
when funds are moved from one program or budget category to
another. Reprogra mmming is constrained by law as to tha
amount of funds that may be so moved without, higher level
approval (higher level is defined as SECNA7 and up) . The
general limitations that apply are as follows:
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1) Prior approval is required to reprogram funds for
items specifically reduced or eliminated by Congressional
action or in which Congressional committees have expressed
interest: for items beyond specific program limitations
imposed by 0MB, DOD, or SECNAV: for increase in quantity of
major procurement programs: or for transfers from an earlier
fiscal year program.
2) Annual appropriations have a limitation requiring
prior approval of the Comptroller of the Navy and/or higher
authority for specific and cumulative changes of $5 million
or more. The Director, OPNAV Fiscal Management Division may
approve a cumulative adjustment of less than $5 million.
Similar limitations apply to Procurement and RDTSE appropri-
ations but the dollar threshholds may change.
Reprogramminq actions at a command do have an impact on
the whole Navy execution program. The command is involved
at the claimant level, the internal reprogramming at the
command level must be submitted on updated financial plans
and reviews to the claimant,
C. IHTEHBAL MANAGEMENT USES
Perhaps the largest and longsst phase of the budget
cycle is that of budget execution. To quote the Navy
Comptroller's Manual (Vol. 7),
Budget executicn is that ohase of the budget cycle which
encompasses a H actions required to accomplish effec-
tively, efficiently, and economically the programs for
which funds were requested and approved by comgetent
authority. The budget execution phase overlaps the lormu-
lation and review phases in that apdated financial plans
based on current priorities must, be completed in time for
action under those plans to begin en 1' October of a new
fiscal year. The execution phase continues throughout the
period of availability of the appropriation for obligation
and expenditure. Effective budget execution requires
procedures for control and evaluation which will ensure
compliance with requlations and limitations established by
the Congress, the General Accountiag Office, the Treasury
Department- the Office of Management and Budget (0M3) , and
the Secretary of Defense, as well as all echelons of
responsibility and comiand within the Department of the
Navy [Ref. 2: section 303 0].
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While " this is a lengthly definition it is the overall
(of fical) , view of budget execution. At the local level
budget execution is the accomplishment of the command's
annual financial plan. The annual financial plan is the
approved budget for a command. Involved in this is the
realization that all funds appropriated by the Congress must
be accounted for by the Ifavy. To a great extent budget
execution is the carrying out of the approved plan. The RMS
accounting system reflects how the plan is being accom-
plished. The efficiency, effectiveness, and economy
mentioned in the NAVCOMPT Manual are just as important as
the accounting. An efficient command gets more done for the
same funding level, an effective command meets its goals or
mission and an economical ccmmand does not wasts funds. All
of these concepts are important to the Navy.
Budget execution at the local level is a subset of that
function at th€ Department of th= Navy level. Quite
possibly the most important single player in the execution
phase is the activity comptroller. In his position as the
staff advisor to the commanding officer the comptroller's
function is to provide ro the commanding officer the factual
data necessary for the effective maiagement of operations.
To adequately perform this staff function tha comptroller
has a variety of responsibilities, including:
1) technical guidance and direction of financial matters
throughout the organization,
2) administration of all laws, policies, regulations,
and directives pertaining to financial management,
3) budget formulation, review, and execution,
U) accounting and statistical data collection,
5) the review of performance against financial plans,
6) the promotion of economy and efficiency in the
performance of assigned programs.
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This is not an all inclusive list bat it does point out th^
major duties of the comp-croller.
The role of a comptroller in budget execution is the
effective accomplishment of a combination of tasks. These
tasks are a subset of the previous list of responsibilities
and include:
1) translation of programs into financial plans and
budgets,
2) comparison of performance to plans,
3) the analysis and evaluation of operating programs,
4) to serve as a consultant and member to all resources
planning and review boards,
5) the administration of the civilian manpower ceiling
control program,
6) the performace of internal fiscal review and audits,
7) the accounting for resources and inventories.
Any and all of these tasks need to be completed in a timely
and accurate manner. If nox, the whole management control
system suffers and without a good financial control system
the overall management control system will suffer sgually.
Budget execution begins prior zo the receipt of the 50B
for any given fiscal year. The activity must be ready by 1
October to operate on either a continuing resolution or a
new appropriation from the Congress. To do this the command
planning for the new fiscal year must be flexible and real-
istic. Normal control figures from higher authority are
austere and require the command to have the ability and the
knowledge of its operation to operate within these initial
planning figures. This requires the accounting system to
accurately portray the performance of all cost centers in
the current (closing) fiscal year so the comptroller can
present a realistic plan of operations for the upcoming




with the approval of this plan by the commanding officer
and the offical fund distribution by higher authority on the
NAVCOMPT Form 2 168-1 the detailed financial plan must be
submitted to higher authority. The actual operating budget
is then issued to the command on a 2 168-1 and this becomes
the basis for any further submissions of reports and/or
reclamas.
Effective budget execution makes use of the management
reporting system (UMR) to constantly track the financial and
workload position of the command. This should provide tha
information necessary for internal aijustments or reprogram-
ming to meet the current conditions. Such reprogramming
must be done within legal limitatioas, command priorities,
and must te able to be justified to higher authority. When
the budget execution program identifies a definite shortfall
of funds a reclama can ba submitted to highsr authority.
This reclama may or may not result in additional funds, that
depends on a variety of factors. The reclama must be well
documented, justified and competitive. Again the accounting
and reporting system provides a portion of the the basis for
the reclama. It must therefore be accurate and timely to
provide the comptroller the necessary facts to develope the
reclama. In a manner of speaking budget execution can best
be seen as a constant process of review. The review in in
two modes, the first is the informal command-level contin-
uous review.
D, CI7ILIA1I PERSONNEL BANiGSMENT IMPACTS
RMS functions as a control lechanisra in the area of
civilian personnel management at the activity, claimant,
DON, and DOD levels. This control mechanism takes the form
of authorized civilian end strength for DOD, DON, claimants,
and activities. Civilian staffing is controlled by the use
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of ceilinq points, end strength, (nuaber of civilians on the
payroll on 30 September) and funded tnan-years. Funded man-
years is a concept of equating the dollars spent on civilian
labor to a number of full-time equivalenr man-years. If a
stable number of civilians were on board for a complete
fiscal year (no vacancies or temporary employees) man-years
should equal end strength. However, if employees were added
or temporary employees used to meet unusual demands or
vacancies occurred during the year the man-years of employ-
ment paid for may not equal end strength or ceiling points.
Higher authority uses a combination of the man-years and
end-strength figures to set ceiling point numbers for activ-
ities., A command where the man-year figure was consistently
lower than the end strength could be easily viewed as
having too many ceiling poin-f-s and vice versa. This type of
control is used down the chain of command from 0MB to DOD,
to the claimant, and the activity.
RMS, with its reporting system, contains information on
civilian labor. The reports contain expenses for labor and
number of personnel employed, thus providing higher
authority the input for this control system,
E. CONCLOSIOH
This manual has presented an overview to RMS from its
inception to the present day. 3y highlighting some of the
inter-relationships and available information the manual
hopefully will provide the user an insight into RMS. It is
not intended to be a detailed guide -o -he innerworkings of
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